The 33rd Team Talent Intern

What is The 33rd Team?
The 33rd Team creates unique football content from people who have led and coached NFL teams as well as those who have played professional football at the highest level. The company pairs the mission of creating smarter analysis around the NFL with its fantasy and betting offering from the most informed experts in the industry. As the news cycle of the NFL flows, The 33rd Team is the home for content that will inform the savvy NFL consumer and allow them to participate in watching, listening and reading analysis from some of the most recognizable names in the industry.

The 33rd Team looks to change the way the consumer sees the game, arming them with football knowledge they can't get anywhere else, from the greatest football staff ever assembled. Our readers walk away with more insight as they own their fantasy teams and bet smarter as a result of The 33rd Team’s content.

Job Responsibilities
- Work with multiple members of talent associated with The 33rd Team (former coaches, players, executives, media personalities)
- Provide detailed and organized notes in preparation for content
- Ability to contribute to requests from the production team in a timely manner
- Contribute to projects that are featured in content and on the site
- Participate in weekly intern calls
- Clean and crisp work with a strong dedication to perfection and execution
- 15-20 hours per week (7 days)

Qualifications
- College students with the ability to receive school credit
- Availability to work
- Attention to detail
- Willingness to learn/work in a fast-paced environment
- Growth mindset